Boat leveler trim tabs wiring diagram

Led trim tab magnetic sensors you can upgrade your trim tabs at anytime to the led dash
indicators complete wiring harness from the dash to the pumps installation of the trim tabs if
you are replacing a set of mercury k planes then you are in luck as the mayfair trim tab is a
direct replacement for the or versions. This improves visibility and the overall safety of your
boat. Boat trim tab wiring diagram. Bennett h pipe nipple 75mm 3 inch. Lectrotab designs and
manufactures premium quality electromechanical trim tab systems for the leisure and
commercial marine markets. Bennett trim tab switch lenco trim tab switch wiring diagram
testing a bent v rhphiltegin. Slide trim tab between backing plate and hinge plate before running
screws tight. Electricboat electricboatconversion tollycraft electricpropulsion bennett
temporarily wired in a bennett v hydraulic trim tab pump to see if it works. Our products are
renowned for durability and dependability with a warranty and customer support second to
none. Snug screws down to secure mounting plates and trim tab to transom. Insta trim boat
leveler tabs have significant effect on the operation and versatility of your boat and nobody
knows your boat better than you. Bennett marine is the authority in trim tab systems hydraulic
and electric. All of new wire marines rocker switches are labeled with durable uv stabilized ink
and large format text. All lectrotab actuators are covered by a worldwide lifetime warranty. As
your experience with insta trim boat leveler tabs increases so too will you enjoyment. Aluminum
boats should use machine screws and nuts not included instead of the enclosed 10 x 1 self
tapping stainless steel screws. When making adjustments with the trim tabs use short
momentary taps of the switch. What happens is when i push the trim switch nothing happens.
Experience the bennett advantage. So the best learning method is to spend time getting familiar
with your boats reaction to the trim tabs. Lenco trim tabs allow your boat to get on plane faster
and continue planing at lower speeds. Marine epoxy before running in. The lectrotab system is
easy to install on new boats or to replace existing trim tabs. Bent trim tabs wiring diagram page
2 and rhrivcasorg. I just bought the boat to restore it. There is an extra ground wire and i cant
find where it goes. The helm control is wired so that all you have to do is press bennett trim
tabs becomes second nature after a short time. To become knowledgeable on how your boat
performs with lenco trim tabs remember. The trim tabs were working until i replaced the dash
wiring now the trim tabs do not work. The dash wiring was a mess. Wrg Trim Tabs Wiring
Diagram. Bennett Trim Tab Tutorial. Video Library Bennett Marine. Boat Leveler Co Trim Parts.
Aluminum Construction Smoker Craft Boats. Installation Instructions. Wiring Schematic For
Bennett Trim Tabs Wiring Diagram Database This trim tabs rocker switch is a double pole
double throw on off on switch where on represents a momentary function. You can also look for
some pictures that related to Wiring Diagram by scroll down to collection on below this picture.
We hope it can help you to get information about this picture. Finally, thank you for visiting this
Home Design Website, and we welcome you to come as many as you like them here. Thank you
for visiting, If you found any images copyrighted to yours, please contact us and we will remove
it. We don't intend to display any copyright protected images. We hope you can find what you
need here. We always effort to show a picture with HD resolution or at least with perfect images.
Finally, all pictures we have been displayed on this site will inspire you all Necessary cookies
are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes
cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies
do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for
the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Insta-Trim Boat Leveler tabs are two stainless steel planes installed on the
transom. As the hydraulic cylinders deflect the trim tabs, water flow is redirected. This water
flow creates upward pressure under the trim tabs, raising the stern. As the stern rises the bow
lowers. Insta-Trim Boat Leveler Tabs employ the force of hydraulics for smooth trimming action.
When the trim tab rocker switch is pressed, electrical current is sent to the hydraulic motor
pump unit. This signal activates the electric motor, creating fluid pressure. Valves on motor
pump unit open, channeling the required amount of fluid to the actuators. When the trim tab
rocker switch is released, the valve close, capturing the fluid in the actuators hydraulic

cylinders. Thus trim tabs hold their position. Insta-Trim Boat Leveler Tabs operate in reverse of
what you might think. The port trim tab lifts the port stern which lowers the starboard bow. With
properly installed trim tabs, you will not be as aware of this reverse function as the control
functions based on the direction you wish to move the bow. Home Log In. Nobody Beats Our
Deal. Retrieve Shopping Cart by email address. Click here and enter email address. Search Our
Site. If you have difficulty in finding your need, please call us and a tech will assist you.
Alternatively, click on a category picture below and drill down. Frenquenty Asked Questions.
Trim Parts. Boat Leveler Co. Displaying 1 to 13 of 13 products. Item can not be cancelled once
Waterproof Trim Switch -Easily installed with a 1. Universal Trim Tab Motor Kit that can be
converted to other brands. All items pictured are included. Solenoid Valve with white wire
available in 12, 24 and 32 Volt please specify. Boat Leveler Trim Tabs Wiring Diagram â€” wiring
diagram is a simplified standard pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal friends amongst the
devices. A wiring diagram usually gives guidance about the relative point of view and pact of
devices and terminals on the devices, to back in building or servicing the device. A pictorial
diagram would doing more detail of the monster appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more figurative notation to heighten interconnections exceeding brute appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make definite that all the links have been
made and that anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams measure the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and enduring electrical facilities in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use within acceptable
limits symbols for wiring devices, usually oscillate from those used on schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not without help proceed where something is to be installed, but with what
type of device is mammal installed. For example, a surface ceiling lively is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling fresh has a swing symbol, and a surface fluorescent blithe has
complementary symbol. Each type of switch has a different fable and so do the various outlets.
There are symbols that doing the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
embrace link of the house to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will with
improve panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special
facilities such as flame alarm or closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Duncan Wiring
Diagrams Wiring Diagram views. Lcd Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram views. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Privacy Terms. Skip to content. Quick links. Insta trim levellers not working.
This forum is for comments and the exchange of information relating to Trojan Boats and
boating. Please do not post used parts or boats For Sale in this area. For general, non-boating
topics please use our "General Discussions" section. Note: Negative or inflammatory postings
will not be tolerated. Forums are not new to me, I used them allot when I was rodding my 38
Dodge pickup. It was a windy day and a rough lake when I took it out for a wet test,upon
powering up I noticed stb. The next time back to the marina was to haul out for winterisation.
That is when i found out the trim tabs were not working, motor makes noise when activated but
no movement of the tabs I pulled the hoses off at the pump, hit the trim buttons and no fluid
squirted out, checked fluid level and it was good, re-installed the hoses and left it at that as
darkness was coming and still had to tarp it off for the winter. It looks like the original setup
completely orange housing and tank. Has anyone here had similar problems with theirs? My
first thought is a pickup tube that has fallen off in the tank, second thought is bad solinoids but
why both sides, you would think one side would work at least. It looks like the two halves are
fused together but that was just a quick look under the orange tape that is over the joint , there

is a sticker that says return to Boat Levellers Inc. I rely on the forum Guru's for advice. Any
input is greatly appreciated. Yes, but that won't deter me from trying to find my way out to sea.
My trim tabs are not the same brand as yours so I can't speak to your specific problem, but
there are many on here who probably can. Most likely a solenoid is bad if you have fluid but
nothing coming out. Google Insta Trim and it'll take you right there. Welcome aboard! That
would be filter or strainer, check valve or pressure valve. The other thing is the pump could be
air locked or sucking air. It would be nice to see a diagram of the unit. That is what I did when I
had a problem on my unit. I found a diagram of the unit and a trouble shooting guide on the
internet. Mine was a simple fix. A bad O ring on the emergency lower screw. When you tell me
that you did not see oil coming out of the hose that tells me that the solenoid is not getting
power to operate that side or either side. If you can prove they are working then I really suspect
a stuck check valve or pressure valve. That is where the schematic comes into play. I checked
the site for insta levelers and looked at the Parts pictures. There is a bypass check valve. It
could be stuck. There also is a tank pick up tube and a fliter. If you mess with the check valve
you may mess up the pressure setting. You would have to make sure that was not changed. I
am not a expert but have worked on hydraulic systems for years. I checked the Insta Trims web
site before posting, the parts pictured on their site is of the new style pump. Mine being a 76
looks a bit different so it must be the old style. I can't find anything about the old style
pumps,but I did see they have a universal pump wiring harness and pump that would fix my
problem if I can't get mine working properly. I just thought I'd put this post on the board, as I
have all winter to get advice, maybe someone with a vintage boat has run into the same problem
I am having and could give me a head start as to where to look. Do you have a photo of the
pump you can post or can you describe it for me? I might be able to help with a replacement.
Tom McGow Bennett Marine. My boat is miles away so i will try and describe it to the best of my
ability, the housing is all orange including the tank. It looks similar to what the replacement unit
from InstaTrim is but has a more roundish figure,smoother corners, I'd say kinda pear looking. I
peeled a bit of tape back, it looks like this is where the housing separates in two halves, but it
looks to me that this joint is fused together. It may have to be cut to separate. There is a slotted
screw just above the midway point of the the housing on the face of the unit, I'm not sure if this
is to fasten the two halves together of if it holds something in place on the inside. Don't just
look at the website, but email or call them. I had problems with mine and they were very helpful.
Nothing much has changed with the basic systems it's just hydraulics so it's not all that
complicated , but the people there are good to reach out to. I think you mentioned this, but
make sure your reservoir is full. Shine a flashlight into the opening and you'll get a good idea of
the level. It sounds like a Boat Leveler pump, and you might have a wiring or connection fault,
or a faulty switch Look over what I have put together for you, check all the connections at the
pump and switch, and try the troubleshooting. Here is the wiring for Boat Leveler as we last
checked. Also note that any loose or missing screws on the back of the switch whether a wire is
connected there or not can cause the pump to malfunction. This test may also be done right at
the pump by using a hot lead. There is usually a connector to the wire harness within a foot or
so of the pump. You want to check this connection for corrosion. You may wish to cut the
connector off on the pump side and try the test on bare wires. Pay attention to the red wire
since it is the one that should make the pump fun forward tabs down. If you test right at the
pump and still no go, then the pump is at fault. If you suspect corrosion on the wire connector
near the pump, cut it out, test as above and reconnect using butt splices. I hope this helps, let
me know if you have any questions. I never thought of a corroded connection, but it is quite
possible as previous owner said he only had her up on plane a couple times and she hasn't
seen water in a couple years He also said he never used the trim. Bring tabs to full up position,
unscrew hose trim from transom of the boat. Drill 13mm hole for hydraulic hose and sensor
cable. Loosen bottom large nut at base of cylinder. Then unscrew bolts fixing cylinder bracket
to tab. Now unscrew large nut at base of cylinder and pull out ram. Use 3mm drill bit and drill a
hole not less then 13mm deep into ram, through the hole in the inside sensor. Fasten the inside
sensor with the brass screw. Do not fix hose-trim yet. Repeat procedure for next side of boat.
Now reinstall the hose trim. Important, leave ample loop of cable for cylinders full move see
figure Caution: Do not over tighten. Connect red wire from instrument to 12 or 24 volt preferably
via ignition switch. Attach black wire from instrument to negative. Connect wire from sensor
into the instrument. Run tabs down and the tablocator scale will gradually lighten and finally the
entire scale will be illuminated. Fit Y-connector to boat hull or transom with 2 small screw
enclosed. Install flybridge-instrument in the same way as the standard instrument. Affix hinges
and tabs to backside of transom with No. Hinge may be affixed to bottom of hull if practical.
Come through underside of tab to contact nut and tighten with screwdriver to MAX. Mark
bracket holes, drill and affix bracket with No. On fiber-glass, aluminum and steel hulls No. Do

not drill hole straight in, as this will kink hose when applying hose trim. It is desirable to mount
motor-pump on inside of transom as in figure No. Kit comes with one ample hose with hydraulic
cylinder on each end. Tighten hose onto barb fitting with stainless steel clamps provided. After
complete installation, work tabs up and down a few times, then while in the UP position, remove
filler-plug located on front of oil reservoir , allow trapped air to escape, insert plug. If unit should
ever need refilling use Insta-Trim Biodegradable oil or any type of automatic transmission fluid.
On round bottom boats, mount hinge at Point A and B as close to bottom of boat as possible.
Mount it the same as in figure No. Tablocator Kit Inside sensor Bring tabs to full up position,
unscrew hose trim from transom of the boat. Flybridge optional Install flybridge-instrument in
the same way as the standard instrument. In line in fuse which is attached to switches. TO
BLEED After complete installation, work tabs up and down a few times, then while in the UP
position, remove filler-plug located on front of oil reservoir , allow trapped air to escape, insert
plug. Elsewhere View instatrim. Insta-Trim Boat Leveler tabs are two stainless steel planes
installed on the transom. As the hydraulic cylinders deflect the trim tabs, water flow is
redirected. This waterflow creates upward pressure under the trim tabs, raising the stern. As the
stern rises the bow lowers figure 1. Insta-Trim Boat Leveler Tabs employ the force of hydraulics
for smooth trimming action. When the trim tab rocker switch is pressed, electrical current is
sent to the hydraulic motor pump unit. This signal activates the electic motor, creating fluid
pressure. Valves on motor pump unit open, channeling the required amount of fluid to the
actuators. When the trim tab rocker switch is released, the valve close, capturing the fluid in the
actuators hydraulic cylinders. Thus trim tabs hold their position. Insta-Trim Boat Leveler Tabs
operate in reverse of what you might think. The port trim tab lifts the port stern which lowers the
starboard bow. With properly installed trim tabs, you will not be as aware of this reverse
function as the control functionis based on the direction you wish to move the bow figure 2.
Insta-Trim boat leveler tabs have significant effect on the operation and versatility of your boat,
and nobody knows your boat better than you. As your experience with insta trim boat leveler
tabs increases, so too will you enjoyment. Here are some general guidelines to get you started:.
This speed is determined by weight distribution, water conditions, etc. Insta-Trim Boat Leveler
Tabs enable your boat to plane at speeds lower than natural planing speed. As the throttle is
pushed, the stern squats and the bow rises figure 3. When overtrimmed, the boat plows,
reducing maneuverability. A momentary delay occurs from the time the trim tab rocker switch is
pressed to the time the boat reacts. To avoid overtrimming, allow enough time between bursts
to permit the boat to respond to the trim tabs. During this test, observe the bow in relation to the
horizon. Then, under normal operating condition, use the trim tabs to reproduce the same
attitude achieved during the test. This action provides a drier, more comfortable ride. In a
following sea or when running an inlet, the trim tabs should be fully retracted for maximum
rudder response. When steering from a bridge or tower, a good trimming method is to watch the
bow spray or stern wake and the roostertail. In an untrimmed condition, the spray from the bow
is far aft on the hull, the wake is high, and the roostertail is pronounced. When trimmed, the bow
spray is farther forward, the wake is reduced, and the rooster tail is smaller and farther behind
the boat. Insta-Trim Boat Leveler Tabs are operated individually to correct a listing condition.
Do not think about what the trim tabs are doing; just concentrate on your trim tab rocker switch.
Note: The boat should be trimmed fore and aft before correcting for a list. Tabs let you get the
most out of your power trim because the trim tabs are trimming the hull while the power trim is
trimming the prop. As the trim tabs deflect, porpoising subsides and speed should remain the
same or increase. Only a slight amount of trim tab deflection should be necessary. They are
easily and quickly installed, and a minimum of time is required. Level Ride â€” Instatrim boat
levelers put your boat in the proper trim and corrects listing, making for a smooth, enjoyable
ride for you and your passengers. You and your passengers are more secure and boating safety
is improved immeasurably. Environmentally Responsible â€” Your smooth, level ride allows the
engine to run more efficiently, increasing your milage, savin
sbc distributor firing order
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2002 mitsubishi lancer starter location
g fuel and stretching your boating dollars. Longer Boat Life â€” In proper trim you stay on a
plane at lower R. Less wear and tear on your craft ensures more years of boating pleasure.
Improved Performanc â€” Your Instatrim boat levelers allow you to throttle back regardless of
load and speed. While Underway, do not move one trim tab significantly farther down than the
other as undesirable listing could occur. Use your trim tab rocker switch with caution. For best
maneuverability, trim tabs should be fully retracted in a following sea or when running an inlet.
Improper use of trim tabs can cause accident or injury make periodic checks of hydraulic lines,

switches, wiring and fluid levels, looking for corrosion, fatigue and proper oil levels. Insta-Trim
boat Leveler Tabs let you get the most out of your power trim because the trim tabs are
trimming the hull while the power trim is trimming the prop. Wire Harness: Wire Colors and their
functions: back to topâ€¦. Elsewhere View instatrim.

